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Executive summary
These missions requirements for EPATS aircraft have been developed taking into account the

future needs of the market analysis carried out under the project EPATS. Aircraft mission
requirements are derived from passenger traffic and the level of wealth of the population. A wide
range of public revenue, operating costs of different types of aircraft and passengers flow rates
cause the need for appropriate diversification of types of aircraft operating in the System.This paper
presents the results of these analysis

1. INTRODUCTION

With the expanding European Union and ever greater mobility in and between its member
States, alternatives to long distance car trips and scheduled air transport need to be considered.
Even with the emergence of high speed railways, these benefit only the large cities. With this in
mind, general aviation can provide an alternative. Small aircraft providing affordable, personal
air transport services will greatly improve accessibility and economical potential between
central and remote areas. This will also alleviate ground traffic and relieve the already congested
air traffic at large commercial hub airports by allowing operations from smaller non hub airports.
People will be able to travel to and from destinations closer to their home and work in a more
efficient way.



2. EPATS AIRCRAFT CATEGORIES AND THEIR MAIN MISSIONS

The EPATS aircraft performances vision  is based on analysis of forecasted market needs,
evaluation of existing aircraft, trends in technology development, and on the existing knowledge
and long experience in aircraft design. Trade off studies and costs analysis was made to verify
it. 

The EPATS aircraft fleet consists of the following aircraft categories:

Piston aircraft
It will comply CS23 requirements for normal and commuter category with news amendments

concerning reinforced safety and environment The dominant position of piston aircraft (70%
of all, nowadays) will gradually decline together with population income increase in favor of jets.
The cheapest, available in price of high class personal car, one engine aircraft will partially
replace car in travels on distances 300500 km as a private aircraft. These aircraft will be piloted
by user bearing a VFR, private pilot license the most often, although they will comply EPATS
requirements and have IFR capacity for commercial operation.

Twoengine aircraft will operate as an airtaxi with costs comparable to a ground taxi. These
will be used for one day business trips on routes connecting remote, peripheral regions on
distances 300700 km. The aircraft will be piloted by VFR/IFR commercial pilots. Their
customers will be mainly small enterprise managers.

Turboprop aircraft
It will comply CS23 requirements for normal and commuter category with news amendments

concerning reinforced safety and environment 9 – 19  seaters, operated by small carrier
companies will serve direct, regular air connections, characterized by low intensity of traffic
(5000 – 10 000 passengers yearly), between peripheral regions on distances 300  1500 km, to
hubs. These aircraft will also provide charter service on routes with low, irregular flow of
passengers (tourism, seasonal travel to work abroad, sport, cultural events, etc.). Costs of travel
using these aircraft should be comparable with costs of traveling by lowcost carriers and should
be available to most of the citizens.

Jet aircraft
It will comply CS23 requirements for normal category with news amendments concerning

reinforced safety and environment and jet propulsion. Two main categories for utilization is
planned: Small 3 – 5seaters, Very Light Jets with maximum takeoff weight below 5000 kg will
be used as airtaxi providing transport from any to any region in country or the EU and as
executive (the aircraft should be viewed as a productive machine). Cost efficiency could be
reached by high value managers and 7  9  seaters will operate in the area of whole Europe as a
corporate and business airline charter  regularly scheduled flights between city pairs deemed
profitable.

The structure of EPATS aircraft fleet, the types of operations and regulations and dominants
missions are shown in diagram below Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. EPATS aircraft categories, operations and missions [1]

3. MISSIONS REQUIREMENTS 

Mission requirements for commercial personal aircraft are derived from the potential demand
for highspeed transport and possibilities for satisfying it. Demand for transport modes is
generated by population mobility. The choice of mode depends on its accessibility and individual
preferences of traveler, which, apart from outofpocket costs, are the outcome of multiple
determinants. The most important of the determinants are the following: time of travel, comfort,
safety, preferences. All of the determinants have some monetary value, which may be expressed
by financial costs or benefits. Passenger is likely to pay more if his travel time is shorter (value
of time) or his travel comfort is higher (comfort value) or pay less at the expense of preferences
or safety.
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Finding the right mission for a transport mode is done by the determination of serviced routes
(ranges), time (speed), capacity (passenger seats), level of comfort (cabin size, toilet,
pressurization, vibrations, noise, flight quality), frequency of service, operational conditions,
estimation of limits of travel: costs, energy consumption, construction, operation and
environmental regulations. These tasks are an outcome of the forecasted passenger flow, that is
estimated between locations (regions, cities) in the environment of existing transport
infrastructure (roads, train, airports) and for passengers with the respective income distribution
(value of time). 
There are the following relations:

 ranges are determined by the distribution of length of connections between serviced airports,
 speed and level of comfort are determined by the length of connections and travelers income

distribution,
 number of seats and frequency of service are determined by the passenger flow intensity,

operational conditions are determined by the current and forecasted airport infrastructure
and air traffic control and management state.

 Cost limitation is derived from population income distribution (which percentile of
population benefits from the proposed mode of travel).

 Energy consumption limitation is a consequence of sustainable transport policy. It is assumed
that the energy consumption of EPATS aircraft needed for one passengerkilometer per time
unit will not be significantly different from personal car.

 Interregional connection distribution, population income, passenger flow intensity,
diversification of airport infrastructure and air traffic management and control systems
determine one optimal choice for mission requirements and limitations for every interval.
The more diversified aircraft types, the better fit for demand. However, in practice, the higher
diversity generates higher manufacture and operation costs; these are the reasons for aircraft
type limitation, together with their elasticity for specialized versions adjustments. A
possibility to provide an easy function adjustment (number of seats, level of comfort, range)
to the labile transport demand constitutes one of the main instruments of carrier operation
cost decrease.

Main parameters of mission requirements are:
 number of passenger seats of a given type of aircraft developed from the number of trips

done between respective regions by passengers having income correlated to the cost of travel
by a given type of aircraft,

 aircraft speed as a function of travelers time value, distances, airport accessibility, time of
waiting (passenger is interested in doortodoor time of travel, it is rational, therefore, to increase
average speed, simultaneously limiting block speed that generates costs mainly),

 typical mission profile, see Fig. 3 
 aircraft range, which comes from the distribution of serviced routes (interregional

connections) see Fig. 2,
 start and landing characteristics adjusted to the existing regional and local airport

network covering possible modernization plans,
 comfort level (cabin space, toilet, pressurization, noise level, vibrations, ride quality,…),

estimated at a number of levels depending on the average time of flight, target passenger income
interval and generally accepted standards,

 flight conditions depend on the existing and forecasted state of airport infrastructure,
airspace structure and air traffic control and management systems. For second stage of EPATS
development (2025), the conditions will be determined during SESAR project realization and
EPATS airports requirements estimation. During the first stage of EPATS (2015) flight conditions
will not be significantly different from the present practice.
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Fig. 2. EPATS Payload-Range Capacity against a background of passengers-ranges   shifted from
passenger car traffic from Polish Region NUTS2 PL0B (Pomorskie) to all others European Regions

(source ESPON [5])

Points in Figure 2 indicate the average daily volume of passenger flows traveling by car from
Polish Region “Pomorskie” to other regions of the country and the EU expressed by their
distance. Data were taken from the European project ESPON. Graphs show the capacity of
different types of aircraft expressed by number of passenger seats available, depending on the
range. Figure gives an overview of the categories of aircraft  expressed in number of seats and
range – that would be needed to replace the existing road traffic to air traffic in an effective
manner.

The mission requirements constraints are:
 specific energy (fuel) consumption (as a measure of sustainable transport development

conditions),
 aircraft price (limited by market demand),
 operation costs (limited by users economic efficiency),
 maintenance (labor hours per flight hours),
 life cycle,
 regulation requirements concerning aircraft construction (FAR23, CS23), operation (FAR

135).
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Fig. 3. Typical aircraft missions profile. 

Recommended technical characteristics.
Technical Specification for aircraft are derived from mission requirements and their technical

feasibility. They describe characteristics of an aircraft, that are necessary to achieve mission
requirements and concern design tasks: crew, configuration, weight, size, propulsion system,
performance, control, equipment, avionics, modular construction that allows to fit different
configuration, etc. TS is a result of project studies and mission feasibility analysis as well as
assumptions concerning possibilities of planned researchdevelopment programs realization.
Technical specification for EPATS aircraft family will be prepared in the context and with the
feedback from:

 airport infrastructure requirements,
 future ATMATC requirements.
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Tab. 1. EPATS BASELINE AIRCRAFT PERFORMANCE (VISION 2020)

Aircraft Class Single 
Engine*

Twin 
Engine
Piston

Twin Engine
Turboprop

Twin Jet

Class Number 1 2 3 4 5 6

Primary Missions Private and 
Business trips 

and AirTaxion
demand 

passenger
services for mid

class 
(short range)

AirTaxion
demand

passenger
services for

mid class
(short range)

Commuteron
demand and

scheduled
passenger 

services on low
density

passenger flow, 
affordable for

population 

majority

Commuteron
demand and

scheduled
passenger 
services on 
low density
passenger 

flow, 
affordable for

population 
majority

Private and 
Business trips 

and AirTaxion
demand 

passenger
services for
high value
managers

Commuter on 
demand

transportation
and Private

Business trips 
and AirTaxion

demand
passenger

services for
high value 
managers

Seating** 1+3 1+5 1+9 1+19 1+5 1+9

Cabin With [m]
High [m]

>1.30
>1.30

>1.30
>1.30

>1.80
>1.70

>1.85
>1.75

>1.50
>1.50

>1.60
>1.60

Lavatory No No Yes Yes Yes Yes

Pressurized No Yes Yes Yes Yes

All weather perform Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

TO Weight [kg] <1300 <2000 <5000 <7200 <2700 <6000

Cruising speed 
[km/h]

350 >350 >550 >550 >750 >750

Cruise altitude[FL] 80200 150250 150250 250300 250300

BFL [m] <600 <600 <1000 <1000 <1000 <1000

Range Full Payload
[km]

>1000 >1000 >1500 >1500 >2500 >2500

SFC at Ver [l/seat.km] <0.035 <0.035 <0.04 <0.03 <0.08 <0.07

DOC [Euro/seat.km] <0.15 <0.12 <0.20 <0.15 <0.35 <0.30

Price [1000 Euro] <200 <400 <1700 <4200 <1000 <3000

Specification*** CS23A CS23A CS23A CS23A CS23A CS23A

FIXED OPERATION TIME

Preflight Checklist
Engine start warmup

5 8 8 12 12 12

Embarquement 1 2 1 4 1 3

Climb to criuse level
(CT)

10 20 20 20 20 20

Eng. Shutdown, 
parking

1 2 1 2 2 2

Debarquement 1 2 1 4 1 3
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* Concerns both piston and turbo engines1

** The first figure means aircrew number as well as command station, the second the
certificated number of passenger seating
*** A means with news amendments concerning reinforced safety and environment for travel
aircraft
*   A single engine aircraft is assumed to be at the same safety level as multi engine airplanes
and be approved for commercial transport of people (airtaxi). In order to do it, such an aircraft
in case of engine failure has to catch up on the limited propulsion redundancy by other means
of safety. Apart from enforcing propulsion reliability, emergencylanding possibilities should be
extended, both, in classical as well as unconventional meaning (e.g. using a parachute emergency
system). Preparing for such a possibility requires lower aircraft weight and speed in comparison
to a multiengine aircraft. Such aircraft is estimated to have less than 1500 kg, cruising speed
lower of 350 km/h and with the stalling speed of no more 100 km/h enabling safe emergency
landing. In practice, this condition may be rationally fulfilled by the light, propeller driven
aircraft.

Tab. 2. EPATS aircraft avionics equipment list [4]

ENGINE ENGINE
PISTON

ENGINE
TURBOPROP

ENGINE
JET

Class number 1 2 3 4 5 6
CMOMMUNICATIONS
dual 8.33 kHz VHF radio √ √ √ √ √ √
SWIM dual data link √ √ √ √ √ √
WiMax √ √ √ √
broadband services o o
NAVIGATION
dual GNSS/w SBAS √ √ √ √ √ √
dual DME √ √ √ √ √ √
RVSM √ √
PRNAV FMS √ √
4D RNAV FMS √ √ √ √
ILS receiver(s) √ √ √ √ √ √
SURVEILLANCE
ADSB In/Out 1090ES √ √
enhanced ADSB √ √ √ √
TAS √ √ √ √
TCAS II √ √
ELT 406 MHz √ √ √ √ √ √
FDR & CVR √ √
TAWSB √ √ √ √
TAWSA √ √
lightning detection (sferics) √ √
weather radar √ √ √ √
HUMAN MACHINE INTERFACE
IFD (PFD/MFD/audio/AP) √ √ √ √ √ √
HUD/SVS/EVS o o
EFB √ √ √ √ √ √
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Equipment list
A summary of the proposed avionics required for EPATS is provided in Table 1. This is listed

per aircraft class and class number; please view Table 1 again for mission roles and aircraft
specifications defined for the various classes. Check marks (√) represent equipment that is
needed to enable EPATS to fly in the SESAR airspace of the future as well as to fulfil the
envisioned mission. For the upper class twin jets, an (O) mark represents an option for these
aircraft class. Because these twin jets perform the high value executive mission, the options are
available to satisfy customer demand where necessary. [4]

4. REQUIREMENTS FOR NEW TECHNOLOGIES

The technical level of General Aviation aircraft, including small aircraft used for passenger
transport is significantly different from the technical level of passenger and military aircraft. It
is forecasted that the increased demand for small aircraft for passenger transport will need to
use news technologies. Based on the results of studies conducted in the framework of the
European project EPATS and other related projects, such as: ESPON, CESAR, SESAR, SATS,
NextGen, it can be expected  that the technological development of small aircraft will progress
very quickly. Comparing to the reference list aircraft the EPATS 2020 aircraft characteristics will
differ as follow:

 Increased comfort: lower noise and vibrations, smoother flight (improved ride quality due
to active control), larger and more ergonomic cockpit (especially in single engine aircraft).

 More intuitive and easier to fly
 Single control station – one pilot flight crewmember (possible thanks fully Automated flight

control and air traffic management system)
 All Electric Aircraft configuration and  flybywire
 Implementation of lighter and smaller, highly reliable propulsion systems requiring less

maintenance and manufactured at significantly lower production costs.
 Implementation of piston engines fueled by biofuels.
 Increased propellers efficiency (more than 0,85).
 Using new technologies and materials in airframe to decrease weight and manufacture costs.
 Using module components increasing possibility of equipment retrofit and aircraft type

adaptation to meet market demand. The baseline aircraft should give possibility to produce
derivative versions (for example: different fuselage length will have common wing,
empennage, cockpit, engine,…)

 Introducing higher level of equipment and structure elements unification and
standardization.

 Decrease of minimum speeds (through new aerodynamic solutions).
 Reducing the chance of “pilot error” and if an accident occurs, more crashworthy.
 Increasing flight safety through introduction of more rigorous requirements of CS23 for

EPATS aircraft (including some CS25 regulations).
 Automated flight control and air traffic management system (allowing one pilot crew).
 Integrated flight management system (flight planning, alerts on restricted air space, air traffic

control frequencies and terrain variations, report fuel capacity and weight allowance, inform
about weather,…). Easy access to flight information and situation by PFD (Primary Flight
Display) and MFD (Multi Function Display) use.

 Reducing fuel consumption through more efficient power systems, lower airframe weight
and new aerodynamic solutions

 Lower purchase price – reached thanks to new technological solutions applied in respective
stages offull life cycle, increased production scale and appearing cooperation possibilities
in the EU

 Lower operating costs – through lower fuel consumption, costs of purchase and maintenance.
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5. EPATS AIRCRAFT REQUIREMENTS DEVELOPMENT PHASE

The Operational Requirements of EPATS aircraft will be elaborated in two phases. At the first
phase of EPATS development (2015) the ATMATC and Operational Capabilities of the aircraft
will be similar to that of current advanced small aircraft. See Reference Aircraft  below.

At the second phase the proposed ATMATC and Operational Capabilities Envisioned  for 2020
are conformable to those of US SATS and they are:

 Aircraft will be capable of operating in low–visibility conditions airports without radar cover
or assistance from air traffic control towers. Aircraft will require neither groundbased
navigation aids nor approach lighting.

 Aircraft operations will be contained within existing airport terminal areas and protection
and noise exposure zones. Operations will be environmentally compatible with communities
near airports.

 Operators will vary widely in training, experience, and capability, having skills ranging from
those required to pilot an airline to those required to drive an automobile. Automation and
new flight control concept will replace human manipulation and decision making as primary
control inputs. Onboard computers will provide realistic, real time tutorials and training,
even during flight.

 Digital data link capabilities will provide the operator and aircraft with realtime and
integrated weather, traffic, and airport information for dynamic modifications to flight plans.

 Interactions with air traffic management and control will be largely automated and will not
require positive control. Aircraft will operate autonomously, providing guidance for self
separation from other aircraft and obstacles. EPATS users will interface with air traffic
services only to the extent that they operate in controlled airspace and airports. A fully digital
communication system will be in place, alleviating frequency congestion difficulties. Aircraft
separation and sequencing will be accomplished by interaction of aircraft systems using the
Global Positioning System (GPS) and automatic dependent surveillance and broadcast
messages (ADSB).

 Primary navigation service will be provided by GPS at all altitudes. Terrain and obstacle
databases with data uplink capabilities, automation, and intuitive displays of the
information in the cockpit will aid operators in avoiding collisions. Dynamic approach
procedures will be calculated by onboard computers in real time to any runway end or
touchdown point.

 New materials and engine and airframe designs, as well as mass production of aircraft, will
allow for greatly reduced aircraft acquisition, maintenance, and operating costs. Ride
smoothing and envelopelimiting protections will ensure ride comfort and safety.

Cost limitation is derived from population income distribution (which percentile of population
benefits from the proposed mode of travel). Energy consumption limitation is a consequence of
sustainable transport policy. It is assumed that the energy consumption of EPATS aircraft needed
for one passengerkilometer per time unit will not be significantly different from personal car.
Interregional connection distribution, population income, passenger flow intensity,
diversification of airport infrastructure and air traffic management and control systems
determine one optimal choice for mission requirements and limitations for every interval. The
more diversified aircraft types, the better fit for demand. However, in practice, the higher
diversity generates higher manufacture and operation costs; these are the reasons for aircraft
type limitation, together with their elasticity for specialized versions adjustments. A possibility
to provide an easy function adjustment (number of seats, level of comfort, range) to the labile
transport demand constitutes one of the main instruments of carrier operation cost decrease.
The diagram below shows the process of creating requirements for aircraft and determining
demand for them.
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6. REFERENCES AIRCRAFT AND VISION 2020

In the initial period of implementation of EPATS the existing aircraft and airports network
will be used. In the tables below are included these planes, which are closest to meet the missions
requirements, and which are susceptible to modernize equipment and systems of CNS, as
assumed Vision 2020 and a timetable for implementation of new ATM services Among the most
important parameters that were taken into consideration when choosing the reference planes
were: specific fuel consumption and direct operating costs .

The list of aircraft included in the tables does not exhaust all possible planes for use in the EPATS
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7. CONCLUSIONS

The EPATS requirements derives from utility and expense of air service, and these ultimately
must be judged on the basis of its cost, safety, and convenience relative to other forms of travel,
factoring in the potential savings in time, lodging, and ground transportation and the additional
business opportunities that such direct service can provide.

Like in a car transport, to ensure broad access to personalized air transport, the range of
aircraft types must be accommodated to the market demand and include both  piston and turbine
aircraft.

There is a need for further work on requirements. It is particularly important to carry out
extensive surveys. Agree and adopt common requirements on small passenger planes
determines the implementation of a joint UE development program

It is crucial to initiate or support currently done research on traffic flows even stronger, not
only from EPATS point of view, but also due to rational planning of the EU transport development
reasons. The continuous research should include all EU regions and sub regions. Lack of this
perspective is a significant flaw in strategic spatial planning and an obstacle for transport
initiatives, including Small Aircraft Transportation System.
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